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(57) ABSTRACT 

After a DS3 signal is terminated by the DS3 interface circuit, 
an ATM cell is extracted by an ATM cell extraction circuit 
from a signal input through a DS3 network after performing 
an ATM mapping process. The ATM cell is mapped in a 
SONET frame by an ATM cell/NA. neW synchronous 
SONET STS mapping unit, and is transmitted to a SONET. 
When an STS signal is input from the SONET, an STS frame 
is terminated in an STS demapping circuit. An ATM cell is 
extracted by an ATM cell extraction circuit, and is mapped 
in the DS3 signal and transmitted by an ATM cell/NA. 
aschronous DS3 mapping unit. 
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ATM CELL SERVICE APPARATUS 
ACCOMMODATING AN ATM CELL IN AN 

OPTICAL ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORK THROUGH A NORTH AMERICA 
ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS 

NETWORK 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. applica 
tion Ser. No. 09/723,117 ?led on Nov. 27, 2000, pending, 
and claims priority from Japanese Patent Application 2000 
076245 ?led on Mar. 17, 2000, the contents of Which are 
hereby incorporated by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to an ATM cell ser 
vice apparatus for multiplexing an ATM cell from an ATM 
netWork into an N.A. (North America) neW synchronous 
signal. 
[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] Conventionally, there have been knoWn a multi 
plexing device for accommodating an N.A. asynchronous 
communications netWork signal in an N.A. neW synchro 
nous netWork (SONET: synchronous optical netWork, refer 
to ANSI TI-105) and a neW synchronous communications 
netWork according to the standards of the TTC (Telecom 
munication Technology Committee) (refer to JT-G707, 
JT-807, and JT-709), or a multiplexing device for accom 
modating an ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) cell in the 
NA. asynchronous communications netWork (PDH: plesio 
chronous digital hierarchy network). 

[0006] Recently, there are an N.A. asynchronous signal 
netWork (hereinafter referred to as a DSn netWork) and an 
N.A. neW synchronous (SONET) signal netWork (hereinaf 
ter referred to a SONET) in an N.A. transmission netWork. 
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[0007] When the DSn netWork is connected to the 
SONET, a SONET optical transmission device is used. 
HoWever, although a device for connecting a netWork (here 
inafter referred to as a DS3 network) of a DS3 (44.736 
Mbps) signal to a netWork (hereinafter referred to as a 
SONET STS-l) capable of performing a multiplexing/de 
multiplexing process in a SONET in an STS-l (51.84 Mbps) 
signal unit has been put to practical use, a device for 
connecting an STM and ATM cell in a DS3 (44.736 Mbps) 
signal to a netWork capable of ?exibly multiplexing/demul 
tiplexing in a SONET in an STS-l (51.84 Mbps) signal unit 
has not been put to practical use. 

[0008] Only the SONET is described beloW, but the cor 
respondence betWeen the SONET and the TTC standards 
can be clearly understood. 

[0009] Recently, there is a strong demand for a device 
capable of multiplexing/demultiplexing an ATM cell in an 
STS-l unit While operating an N.A. asynchronous DS3 STM 
netWork, and entering the NA. neW SONET from the ATM 
netWork. 

[0010] In this case, in a method of combining the conven 
tional STM device With an ATM device, the entire device 
becomes large both in siZe and poWer consumption. In 
addition, in a method of generating an output AIS signal 
When an alarm signal is detected, the entire circuit becomes 
larger in siZe and poWer consumption if the conventional 
method used on the SONET side is adopted as is. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] The present invention aims at providing an ATM 
cell service apparatus capable of providing an ATM cell 
service in a device for supporting an N.A. neW synchronous 
netWork. 

[0012] BeloW is a table explaining abbreviations used 
throughout the application. 

AIS Alarm Indication Signal SONET speci?cation term 

DTPin 

DTNin 

BIT LEAK 

Voltage Controlled Xtal 
Oscillator 

input positive data 

input negative data 

=memory 

General Term for a parts Quarts oscillator of 
Which the frequency is 
variable by changing 
applied voltage 

Abbreviation employed in 
present patent 
application 
Abbreviation employed in 
present patent 
application 
General term for a Bit by bit 
?lHCtlOH readjustment of 

fluctuation in after 
destaif data timing. 
Called a re-timing 
circuit 

PLCP 

RDIL 

IS ID 

FEAC 

Physical Layer Convergence 
Procedure 

Line Remote Defect 
Indication 
IDLE signal indication 

Far End Alarm and Control 

SONET speci?cation term 

SONET speci?cation term 

SONET speci?cation term 

SONET speci?cation term 

Name ofa signal in 
LAPD data-link using 
bits of DS3 Cbitiframe 
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[0013] The ATM cell service apparatus which accommo 
dates an ATM cell in an optical synchronous communica 
tions network through an N.A. asynchronous communica 
tions network according to the present invention includes: an 
optical synchronous communications network signal termi 
nating unit for terminating a signal in an optical synchronous 
communications network; an N.A. asynchronous communi 
cations network signal terminating unit for terminating a 
signal in an N.A. asynchronous communications network; 
an ATM cell extraction unit for extracting an ATM cell from 
a signal of the optical synchronous communications network 
or a signal of the NA. asynchronous communications net 
work; an ATM cell mapping unit for mapping an ATM cell 
extracted by the ATM cell extraction unit in a signal of the 
NA. asynchronous communications network or the optical 
synchronous communications network; and a signal trans 
mission unit for transmitting a signal of the NA. asynchro 
nous communications network in which the ATM cell is 
mapped, or a signal of the optical synchronous communi 
cations network in which the ATM cell is mapped. 

[0014] The ATM cell service method in which an ATM 
cell is accommodated in an optical synchronous communi 
cations network through an N.A. asynchronous communi 
cations network according to the present invention includes: 
(a) a step of terminating a signal in an optical synchronous 
communications network; (b) a step of terminating a signal 
in an N.A. asynchronous communications network; (c) a 
step of extracting an ATM cell from a signal of the optical 
synchronous communications network or a signal of the 
NA. asynchronous communications network; (d) a step of 
mapping an ATM cell extracted in step (c) in a signal of the 
NA. asynchronous communications network or the optical 
synchronous communications network; and (e) a step of 
transmitting a signal of the NA. asynchronous communi 
cations network in which the ATM cell is mapped, or a signal 
of the optical synchronous communications network in 
which the ATM cell is mapped. 

[0015] Conventionally, there have been an interface 
between an optical synchronous communications network 
and an N.A. asynchronous communications network, and an 
interface between an N.A. asynchronous communications 
network and an ATM network. However, there has not been 
a connection device between an ATM network and an optical 
synchronous communications network through an N.A. 
asynchronous communications network. 

[0016] The present invention provides a method of map 
ping an ATM cell in a signal of an asynchronous commu 
nications network, and provides an ATM cell service in an 
asynchronous communications network. 

[0017] According to the present invention, an optical 
synchronous communications network refers to a SONET, 
an SDH network, a network according to the TTC standards 
in Japan, etc. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0018] FIG. 1 shows the relationship between anATM cell 
service apparatus and various networks according to the 
embodiments of the present invention; 

[0019] FIG. 2 shows the con?guration of the outline of an 
ATM cell service apparatus according to an embodiment of 
the present invention; 
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[0020] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the entire con?gura 
tion of an ATM cell service apparatus according to an 
embodiment of the present invention; 

[0021] FIG. 4 shows the detailed con?guration (1) of the 
interface device for processing a signal from a downstream 
network to a SONET in the ATM cell service apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0022] FIG. 5 shows the detailed con?guration (2) of the 
interface device for processing a signal from a downstream 
network to a SONET in the ATM cell service apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0023] FIG. 6 shows the detailed con?guration (3) of the 
interface device for processing a signal from a downstream 
network to a SONET in the ATM cell service apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0024] FIG. 7 is a table (1) of the process performed when 
an AIS/BLUE signal is detected when an ATM cell is 
mapped in a DS3 signal; 

[0025] FIG. 8 is a table (2) of the process performed when 
an AIS/BLUE signal is detected when an ATM cell is 
mapped in a DS3 signal; 

[0026] FIG. 9 shows the detailed con?guration (4) of the 
interface device for processing a signal from a downstream 
network to a SONET in the ATM cell service apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0027] FIG. 10 shows the detailed con?guration (1) of the 
interface device for processing a signal from a SONET to a 
downstream network in the ATM cell service apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0028] FIG. 11 shows the detailed con?guration (2) of the 
interface device for processing a signal from a SONET to a 
downstream network in the ATM cell service apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0029] FIG. 12 shows the detailed con?guration (3) of the 
interface device for processing a signal from a SONET to a 
downstream network in the ATM cell service apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0030] FIG. 13 shows the detailed con?guration (4) of the 
interface device for processing a signal from a SONET to a 
downstream network in the ATM cell service apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; and 

[0031] FIG. 14 shows the detailed con?guration (5) of the 
interface device for processing a signal from a SONET to a 
downstream network in the ATM cell service apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0032] FIG. 1 shows the relationship between an ATM cell 
service apparatus and various networks according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0033] A DS3 network 13 is very popular in North 
America, and there is a strong possibility that it continues to 
be popular in the future. On the other hand, an ATM network 
14 has recently been substantially realiZed. By providing an 
interface device between a boundary device 15 (at the 
boundary between the ATM network 14 and another net 
work) of the ATM network 14 and a boundary device 16 on 
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the boundary device 15 side of the DS3 network 13, the 
boundary device 15 and the DS3 network 13 can commu 
nicate with each other. 

[0034] Furthermore, a SONET in which an optical signal 
is used as a transmission signal has recently been realized. 
A SONET is frequently used in the form of a ring. FIG. 1 
shows a SONET ring 10 in which a plurality of nodes (ADM 
devices (add/drop multiplexers) are connected in the form of 
a ring. When communications are established with the 
SONET ring 10, it is necessary to input a signal from a node 
11. Furthermore, to receive a signal from the SONET ring 
10, it is necessary to receive a signal extracted from any 
node 11. Then, a boundary device 17 on the SONET ring 10 
side of the DS3 network 13 is connected to the node 11 
through an interface. 

[0035] In this case, an interface device for mapping a 
signal of the DS3 network 13 in the signal of the SONET 
ring 10 has been provided in the conventional technology. 
However, there has been no device for mapping anATM cell 
of the ATM network 14 connected to the DS3 network 13 
directly in the signal of the SONET ring 10. 

[0036] An ATM cell service device 12 according to an 
embodiment of the present invention, provided in the node 
11 which is a node of the SONET ring 10, or outside the 
node 11 as an interface portion between the node 11 and the 
boundary device 17 of the DS3 network 13, transfers an 
ATM cell of the signal of the DS3 network 13 in which ATM 
cells are mapped to a signal of the SONET ring 10, or maps 
an ATM cell of a signal of the SONET ring 10 in which ATM 
cells are mapped in the signal of the DS3 network 13. 

[0037] FIG. 2 shows the con?guration of the outline of the 
ATM cell service apparatus according to an embodiment of 
the present invention. 

[0038] In FIG. 2, a DS3 (44.736 Mbps) signal input from 
an N.A. asynchronous DS3 network terminates the DS3 
signal in a DS3 interface circuit 21 of a DS3/ATM cell 
demapping unit 20, and an ATM cell is extracted from the 
DS3 signal. An ATM cell/N.A. new synchronous SONET 
STS mapping unit 23 maps an ATM cell in a SONET STS 
signal. At this time, if the DS3 signal is an STM (synchro 
nous transfer mode) signal, the ATM cell extraction circuit 
22 for extracting anATM cell from a DS3 signal is bypassed. 

[0039] On the other hand, an STS signal input from the 
NA. new synchronous SONET terminates an STS-l signal 
in an STS demapping circuit 25 of an STS/ATM cell 
demapping unit 24, and an ATM cell is extracted from the 
STS signal. At this time, if the STS signal is an STM signal, 
the ATM cell extraction circuit 26 for extracting an ATM cell 
from an STS signal is bypassed. An ATM cell/N.A. asyn 
chronous DS3 mapping unit 27 maps an ATM cell in the 
DS3 signal. If the STM signal is mapped by the STS signal, 
then it is mapped as is in the DS3 . 

[0040] As described later, according to an embodiment of 
the present invention, a smaller circuit can be realiZed 
without adding an oscillator by using a VCXO, ?uctuating 
only for the deviation of the VCXO which is a local 
oscillator as a frequency ?uctuation even when an alarm 
signal is generated, for an ATM mode. In an STM mode a 
VCXO is used for multiplexing a cell in an ATM mode so 
that the frequency of the output AIS signal can be stabiliZed 
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when an alarm signal is detected on the SONET side to 
realiZe the ATM cell service apparatus using a DS3 signal. 

[0041] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the entire con?gura 
tion of the ATM cell service apparatus according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0042] In FIG. 3, the block described as x3ch shows the 
same con?guration for 3 channels. The embodiment 
described below is not limited to the connection between a 
DS3 network and a SONET as shown in FIG. 2, but can be 
applied to the connection between a SONET and another 
SONET, the connection between a DS3 network and a 
SONET, and the connection between an E3 network and a 
SONET. Therefore, a SONET is de?ned as an upstream 
network, and a SONET network or a DS3 network, or an E3 
network to be connected to the upstream SONET is de?ned 
as a downstream network. 

[0043] A DTPin input to the line interface block from the 
left as shown in FIG. 3 is a positive signal of a downstream 
network. A DTNin is a negative signal of a downstream 
network. A CLKin is a clock signal transmitted together with 
a positive signal and a negative signal. 

[0044] When these signals are input to the line interface 
block, they ?rst pass through a block LB for loopback 
transfer. The block LB is used when a signal is looped back 
if a fault occurs, etc. As a downstream network signal is 
looped back, an upstream network signal can be looped back 
in a block LB as necessary. When no signals are looped back 
in the block LB, a signal from the downstream network is 
input to a block 30. 

[0045] In block 30, a signal is decoded in a block DEC, 
and it is determined whether or not the decoded signal has 
a bit error in a block BPV ERR DET. Then, it is determined 
whether or not a signal is missing in a block LOS DET. In 
addition, it is determined whether or not a signal contains an 
alarm indication signal, that is, whether or not an error is 
contained in the decoded signal information in an AIS DET. 
In a block SYNC, it is determined whether or not the 
synchronization with the DS3 signal is attained. If not, it is 
determined that a received signal has not been correctly 
received. Furthermore, if the synchronization is attained 
with the DS3 signal, and the signal is correctly received, 
then a section overhead and a line overhead are extracted in 
a block S/LOH DROP. 

[0046] Thus, a DS3 signal input to a line interface block 
is processed in each of the above mentioned blocks, and 
input as data to an STS multiplexing block. At this time, a 
clock signal and an AIS signal are input to the STS multi 
plexing block with the data. 

[0047] In the STS multiplexing block, a process is 
assigned depending on the type of input data. That is, if an 
input DS3 signal is obtained by mapping the STS-l signal, 
then a signal is input to a block 32. The block 32 stores a 
signal in memory MEMS, and outputs it at a predetermined 
clock to perform a destuf?ng process. Furthermore, a pointer 
for adjustment of a phase shift of an STS-l frame which is 
a signal format of a SONET in a block PTR GEN is 
generated, and embedded and output in a signal. 

[0048] When a signal input to the STS multiplexing block 
is a signal obtained by mapping an STM signal in a DS3 
signal, the bit rate is converted in the memory MEMS, and 
is then output. 
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[0049] When a signal input to the STS multiplexing block 
is a signal obtained by mapping anATM cell in a DS3 signal, 
the PLCP (physical layer convergence protocol) frame, 
Which is a predetermined format for mapping an ATM cell 
in the DS3 , is synchronized in the blocks PLCP SYNC and 
CR SYNC, and furthermore, an ATM cell is synchronized 
using a CR byte. Then, the ATM cell is input to a block 
CELL Bulf. The block CELL Bulf is a buffer, and outputs an 
input ATM cell at a timing for matching a bit rate of the 
STS-l signal. 

[0050] Thus, When a signal matching the bit rate of the 
STS-l signal is generated, a path overhead is inserted into 
these signals in the block STS POH INS, and a J1 byte of an 
identi?er indicating the head of a frame is inserted into a 
path overhead in the block J1 INS. In the block S/LOH 
GEN, a section overhead and a line overhead are generated, 
and added to the signal generated as described above into an 
STS-l signal in the block STS-l MAP. The STS-l signal is 
multiplexes by 3 channels into an STS-3 signal in the block 
STS-3 BYTE MUX. Then, in the block STS-3 SPG, a clock 
signal to be transmitted With the STS-3 signal is generated, 
and transmitted With the generated STS-3 signal. 

[0051] The block DWn DET has the function of determin 
ing Whether or not a synchronous clock signal input from a 
SONET has been doWn. 

[0052] A signal input from the SONET is ?rst input to an 
STS demultiplexing block. In FIG. 3, signals of the current 
circuit (WORK) and a standby circuit (PROTECTION) are 
input. Each of the current circuit and the standby circuit 
comprises a circuit for transmitting data and a circuit for 
transmitting a clock signal. Therefore, in the STS demulti 
plexing block, a block STS-3 SYNC is provided for both 
current and standby circuits to determine Whether or not the 
synchronization of the STS-3 signal is correct. In addition, 
using a B1 byte of an STS-3 frame, a block B2 CHK is 
provided for both current and standby circuits to check 
Whether or not a signal error occurs in the STS-3 frame. As 
described above, the block DWn DET has the function of 
determining Whether or not a synchronous clock signal input 
from a SONET has been doWn. 

[0053] A block STS-3 PG is a block in Which a pulse 
synchronous With the STS-3 signal of the SONET is gen 
erated. Ablock P-SW is a protection sWitch for sWitching the 
current and standby circuits input from the SONET. The 
input STS-3 signal is demultiplexed into STS-l signals in 
the block STS-3 BYTE DMUX. The path overhead of the 
demultiplexed signals is detected in the block STS POH 
DET. A J1 byte is checked in the block J1 CHK. In the block 
S/LOH DET, a section overhead and a line overhead are 
detected. 

[0054] When the data obtained from the STS-l signal is 
data in Which other protocols are not mapped, it is input to 
a block 35, and stored in the memory MEM. Then, it is read 
at a speed matching the bit rate of the DS3 signal from the 
memory MEM, and is transmitted to the line interface block. 

[0055] When the data obtained from the STS-l signal is 
obtained by mapping an STM signal, it is input to a block 36. 
In the block 36, the DS3 signal is destulfed, and a small 
discrepancy from a synchronous signal is amended. Further 
more, a signal obtained after the destuf?ng process is input 
to a block BIT LEAK, and the ?uctuation in the bit rate of 
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a signal caused by removing a header from the STS-l is 
amended, and the resultant signal is output to a line interface 
block. 

[0056] When the data obtained from the STS-l signal is 
obtained by mapping an ATM cell, it is input to a block 37. 
In the block 37, it is checked in the clock CR SYNC. In the 
block PLCP MAP, an ATM cell is mapped in the PLCP 
format, and transmitted in the line interface block. 

[0057] In addition to the data obtained as described above, 
a clock signal and an AIS are input from an STS demulti 
plexing block to a block 31 of the line interface block. 

[0058] In block 31, a desired clock signal is obtained by 
adjusting the frequency in the clock PLL. A block VCXO 
DOWN DET has the function of detecting Whether or not a 
local oscillator is doWn. 

[0059] The data input from the STS demultiplexing block 
to the line interface block is stored in the memory MEM R, 
read according to a clock signal generated in the block PLL, 
and obtained as a signal at a bit rate matching the bit rate of 
the DS3 signal. Furthermore, in the block S/LOH INS, a 
section overhead and a line overhead are inserted, the 
synchronization of the generated DS3 signal is checked in 
the block SYNC, the signal is coded in the block COD, and 
is then output. 

[0060] Thus, the coded DS3 signal is transmitted to the 
doWnstream netWork through the block LB. 

[0061] FIGS. 4 through 9 shoW the detailed con?guration 
of the interface device on the upstream side for processing 
a signal from the doWnstream netWork of the ATM cell 
service apparatus according to an embodiment of the present 
invention to the SONET. 

[0062] Described beloW is the process performed on one 
channel, but three channels are installed on one chip accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present invention. 

[0063] FIG. 4 shoWs the con?guration of the half of the 
doWnstream netWork side of the interface device for one 
channel, and it is assumed that a doWnstream signal con 
verted into a digital signal is input from the left as shoWn in 
FIG. 4. First, from the doWnstream netWork side, the posi 
tive data DATA (p), negative data DATA (n), and a clock 
CLK are input. A selector 40 selects the normal input data 
or the data input from the T-LB shoWn in FIG. 4 When a 
signal is looped back, and outputs the selected data. The 
input data is branched to either a branch 41-1 or 41-2. When 
an ATM cell is mapped in the E3 format in the doWnstream 
data, the data is output to the loWer side shoWn in FIG. 4. 
OtherWise, the data is output to the left side. In this sWitch 
ing process, When a user uses the ATM cell service apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention, it is 
?rst determined Whether or not an ATM cell is used in the E3 
format, and it is determined in Which direction the doWn 
stream signal input to the apparatus is to be transmitted from 
the branches 41-1 and 41-2. The branches 41-1 and 41-2 
normally comprise tWo ?ip?ops and an enable signal. By 
inputting an enable signal to one ?ip?op and inputting a 
signal obtained by logically inverting the enable signal to 
another ?ip?op, a signal can be transmitted only to one 
?ip?op. In the subsequent draWings and descriptions, When 
a branch portion is indicated by a rectangle, it indicates the 
con?guration similar to those of the branches 41-1 and 41-2. 
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[0064] When a signal is output to the left side shown in 
FIG. 4 from the branches 41-1 and 41-2, the signal is input 
to a LOS (loss of signal) determination unit 42. In this case, 
it is determined Whether or not a signal has a defect. 
Furthermore, the signal is input to a decoder 43 and decoded, 
and a bit error is detected by a decoding result bit error 
detection unit BPV. The detection result is transmitted to a 
management device not shoWn in FIG. 4. 

[0065] The decoded signal is transmitted to the left side 
shoWn in FIG. 4 When the doWnstream signal is an STS-1 
signal at a branch 44, and transmitted to the loWer portion 
shoWn in FIG. 4 When the signal is obtained by directly 
mapping an STM or by mapping an ATM. 

[0066] When a doWnstream signal is an STS-1 signal, it is 
converted into a parallel signal by a serial/parallel conver 
sion unit S/P, and input to a synchronization detection unit 
STS-1 SYNC of an STS-1 signal. The result detected by the 
synchronization detection unit STS-1 SYNC is input to an 
out of frame determination unit OOF DET to determine 
Whether or not an out of frame state has arisen. 

[0067] Then, the signal is input to a descrambling unit 
DSCR, descrambled, and output. A B2 byte check unit B2 
CHK checks a B2 byte, and an S1 byte check unit S1 
LOSMES checks an S1 byte message. A Z2 byte check unit 
Z2 FEBE_L checks the FEBE (far end block error) of a line 
overhead to determine Whether or not an error has occurred. 

Furthermore, a section/line overhead extraction unit S/LOH 
DROP extracts a section overhead and a line overhead from 
a signal. The data of these overheads is transmitted to a 
management device, and an opposite station alarm detection 
unit RDI_L DET detects the opposite station alarm infor 
mation about a line overhead. An AIS detection unit AIS_L 
DET detects the AIS of a line overhead. 

[0068] Furthermore, in the next stage, a pointer detection 
unit PTR DET detects a pointer. A loss of pointer detection 
unit LOP DET detects a loss of pointer state. An AIS_P 
detection unit AIS_P DET detects the AIS of a path over 
head. Furthermore, an H1 and H2 detection unit determines 
Whether or not H1 and H2 bytes are set to all 1. When the 
H1 and H2 bytes are set to all 1, it is determined that the 
STS-1 signal currently being processed is an error signal. 

[0069] Then, at a branch 44, When a signal is transmitted 
to the loWer portion shoWn in FIG. 4, the signal is input to 
selectors 45 and 46. The selector 45 selects either inputting 
a test pattern signal from a test pattern generation unit 
described later, or inputting a normal signal from a doWn 
stream netWork. When a test pattern signal is transmitted, the 
selector 46 selects Whether or not the test pattern signal is 
input to the test pattern detection unit TEST Pattern DET. 

[0070] When the selector 45 selects a normal signal from 
a doWnstream netWork, the signal is input to the DS3 
synchronization unit DS3 SYNC. A DS3 synchronization 
unit DS3 SYNC 45-1 detects a synchronization state of a 
DS3 signal as in the case of the STS-1, and an out of frame 
detection unit OOF DET 45-2 determines Whether or not an 
out of frame state of a DS3 signal has occurred. A frame 
error detection unit F.M. Err determines Whether or not an 
error has occurred in a bit string of a frame. The result is 
transmitted to the management device. 

[0071] A signal Whose synchronization has been detected 
by the DS3 synchronization unit is parity-checked by a 
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parity check unit Parity CHK, and then an AIS/BLUE signal 
detection unit AIS/BLU DET 45-3 detects a state of the 
generation of a signal fault. A user selects and sets Whether 
an AIS signal is used or a BLUE signal is used. The use of 
a BLUE signal is similar to that of an AIS signal. The BLUE 
signal is a signal speci?c to the DS3 , and is in accordance 
With the BELLCORE Standards GR 499-CORE 10.5.1.1. 
Furthermore, an idle signal detection unit IDLE SIGNAL 
DET 45-4 determines Whether or not the signal being 
processed is an idle signal. A RAI detection unit RAI DET 
detects an alarm of an opposite station at the RAI byte of the 
DS3 signal as in the case of the RDI of the STS-1. 

[0072] The C bit parity detection unit C-bit Parity detects 
the parity in the C bit format depending on Whether or not 
the DS3 signal is a C bit format signal in Which a DS1 signal 
is directly mapped. A user obtains the information about 
Whether or not the DS3 signal input to the ATM cell service 
apparatus according to the present embodiment uses the C 
bit format, and sets Whether or not the management device 
not shoWn in FIG. 4 instructs the operation of the C bit parity 
detection unit C-bit Parity. When the C bit parity detection 
unit C-bit Parity is operating, an ISID message about an 
opposite station alarm information FEAC, a block error 
FEBE, a C bit format parity, What has transmitted the signal, 
etc. is detected using the C bit format. The FEAC has the 
function of looping back a signal When an alarm signal is 
issued by an opposite station. Whether or not a looping back 
process is performed is transmitted to a loopback controller 
LB cont not shoWn in FIG. 4. 

[0073] The signal is input to a branch 49. At branch 49, a 
user sets an FF (?ip?op) depending on Whether the DS3 
signal has been obtained by mapping an STM signal or an 
ATM cell, and outputs it from the FF. 

[0074] When a signal is output at the branches 41-1 and 
41-2 toWard the loWer portion shoWn in FIG. 4, it indicates 
that an ATM cell is mapped in the E3 format. In this case, 
the signal is decoded by a decoder 48, and it is determined 
Whether or not the bit error detection BPV has detected a bit 
error. The determination result is transmitted to a manage 
ment device not shoWn in FIG. 4. Then, the signal is detected 
by the AIS detection unit AIS DET, and it is determines 
Whether or not a fault has occurred. 

[0075] Then, the E3 synchronization unit E3 SYNC 
detects the synchronization state in the E3 format, and the 
out of frame detection unit OOF DET determines Whether or 
not an out of frame state has occurred. Then, the RDI 
detection unit RDI DET detects an opposite station alarm, 
the FEBE detection unit detects a block error, and the BIP-8 
error detection unit BIP-8 ERR DET determines Whether or 
not a bit error has occurred. Then, a timing marker of the E3 
format is detected, a payload type is detected by a payload 
type detection unit Payload Type DET, and an NR/GC 
detection unit NR/GC DET detects the NR byte and the GC 
byte Which contain the maintenance information about the 
E3 format. 

[0076] The selector 46 selects either a signal input from 
the decoder 43 or a signal input through a decoder 48 
depending on format of the test pattern, in the DS3 format 
or in the E3 format, transmitted from the test pattern 
generation unit described later, and inputs the selected signal 
to a test pattern detection unit TEST Pattern DET. A selector 
47 selects a test signal input from the doWnstream netWork 












